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House for rent Vielha Pyrenees Moutain view

For those seeking new horizons at a reasonable price, a good alternative is this house for
rent  in  Vielha  in  the  Pyrenees  with  mountain  view,  which  is  a  magnificent  home
along the ski resort of Baqueira Beret. A rustic, comfortable and wide enough property to
share among a group of friends.

The property can accommodate up to 13 people, and has all the necessary conditions for
its tenants to enjoy a pleasant stay in a family atmosphere. It is a building made of stone
and slate, typical from Aran, perfectly oriented to the south and surrounded by a garden
and mountain views. It has a living area of 225 m2 divided on two floors and an attic.

The ground floor  is  an open space area for  the day in  different  environments where the
living room, the dining room and the kitchen are defined by climbing the overhung ladder
to  the  first  floor.  The  wood,  the  antique  furniture,  the  huge  stone  fireplace,  the  lounge
chairs or the piano bring a special warmth to these rooms that connect to the outside
through large windows.  In  this  plant,  we can find also a guest  bathroom and the engine
room. As a curiosity, note that the kitchen has a wood oven to bake bread in a traditional
way.

The  garden,  accessed  directly  from  the  ground  floor,  is  one  of  the  strengths  of  this
property. It has an area of 700m2 of lawn with fir, ash, fruit trees and even a small garden,
all  surrounded by forests of beech trees. The upper floor is divided into three bedrooms,
two bathrooms and a separate sauna. The master suite has a terrace, a whirlpool, a
shower  room and  a  large  loft  with  two  beds.  The  other  double  room also  can  be
transformed  into  quadruple  thanks  to  convertible  sofa  bed.  Finally,  there  is  a  well-
decorated seating area on a second mezzanine. The house is tastefully decorated and fully
equipped.

Its owner, a young biologist from a family of hoteliers who has been living in the area for
several decades, is a nature enthusiast and very knowledgeable of the environment. She
has left books, maps and personal memories in order to convey to the guests the curiosity
to know the cultural heritage and landscape of the area. She is responsible for receiving
directly the customers by offering added value and personal attention to suit your specific
needs, from facilitating any type of babysitting or cleaning, to filling the fridge, providing
ski passes or advising on excursions and tours of the surroundings.

The mansion is located in the Vall de Aran at 1,000 metres of altitude and is only a five-
minute walk from the town centre of Vielha.

It is never too late for this gorgeous house for rent in Vielha in the Pyrenees with
mountain view to be your next holiday accommodation, therefore do not hesitate to
contact us for any information and/or to book it.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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